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About This Game

Overthrow your father's regime with his own secret experimental fighter plane! Dogfight dieselpunk aeros to save your city and
the iron jungle beneath it.

Empyrean is an interactive "flying ace" novel by Kyle Marquis where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-
based--325,000 words, without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Far below the city of Actorius lies the mysterious world of the Deep Tech--creatures and plants both living and mechanical, and
powered by unknown forces. Your father harvests the tech to create experimental airships, and the Revolution that fights his

every move races to do the same. Your father's aero, the Empyrean, is governed by Deep Tech dynamics not even he
understands.

Only you can fly the Empyrean, match wits against ruthless oligarchs and devious spies, and take to the sky to fight your city’s
enemies. But who is the enemy? The Revolution, or the government they say is corrupt? Foreign invaders, or the Deep Tech

itself?

In a world of gleaming towers and downtrodden laborers, streaking aeros and deadly rooftop duels, when you risk it all, the sky's
the limit!

 Fly the Empyrean, the greatest aircraft ever designed
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 Play as a man, a woman, or nonbinary; romance men or women.

 Explore the Deep Tech, a savage mechanical ecosystem below your city.

 Conceal your true identity from your family and the secret police.

 Befriend Wesh, a denizen of the Deep Tech who is both human and machine

 Cross swords in top secret research facilities, elegant cafés, and even atop airplanes in flight!

 Use the Deep Tech and your political authority to improve and protect your city

 Side with the revolution, the government, foreign powers, or the Deep Tech itself!
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Really good game. Liked to see multiplayer option at some point. Highly recommended to my friends. Don't buy it

I really dislike tier system when you build your base on planets. Same game with open world with free building system would be
interresting.

Thinked was Ascendancy remake but it seem Light of Altair don't offer better only worst. After three missions i stopped game
and deleted all files definitively.. Perhaps you're reading this review because you played the first Drizzlepath and would like to
evaluate the sequel.
If you expect them to be remotely similar, then you will be disappointed; the only similarity the two share is horribly forced
voiceover and disjointed, pseudomystical narration. But I hope you're not trying to play this game for its narrative quality. If you
played its predecessor, you know not to expect. You're expecting a gorgeous walking simulator with refined graphics and
intuitive controls and logical design.
Again, you will be disappointed.
The graphics, even on maximum settings, appear so overcooked that you would be better off buying Morrowind (the original).
Really you would, because not only does it have equivocable graphics; it has actual gameplay, intuitive controls, voice ACTING,
an appreciable narrative, and Player Models (which were very impressively present in the first Drizzlepath, but in Genie, you are
an immaterial set of eyes).
It's a horrible game. I couldn't put myself through more than 40 minutes (and 20 of those minutes were me seeing if any of the
controls made the menu cursor move at more than 2 fps).

It's horrible. A massive letdown on Bodur's part. Buy the first game if you want a good walking simulator. (Or just spend the
extra change and buy Morrowind).. This game is quite possibly the most fun ive had since the war, times have changed.. Great
game with a lot of potential. The guys at Pixel by Pixel are updating it constantly. Very promising! Looking forward to seeing
what's to come!. This game has enriched my life in a way and even still keeps doing so (played it a second time early this year
and I'm currently watching a Let's Play of it a second time right now) than any other game, no matter how much I might have
enjoyed it, ever has.

Gray Dawn is what some people refer to as a walking simulator with some not too difficult puzzles. Some parts are horror, some
parts are just plain beatiful. There is joy, but also there is so much sorrow. There is a whole lot of death and morbidity (if you
should be sensible to depression you should know before considering playing that dead children and how the died plays a big
part in the story of this game) and yet the game also tells a differemt story. Somehow this game is giving everything I need.
The game is excellently made, no bugs, beautiful music used, graphics and locations are great and there is certainly really good
voice acting. I'm not a friend of religion or religious symbolics but while this game is esentially overloaded with that, I still never
had the feeling of having enough of it in this game.

Although it's quite short, depending on how you play, between slightly over 3 and 5 hours I would recommend Gray Dawn at it's
full price if you like story based games amd can stand calm but really dark horror. It has a Christmassy setting, so you might
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want to plan it for Christmas if you can stand such dark themes at this time, but obviously I think it's still very enjoyable at any
time of the year.. I really like the concept behind this game. I look forward to seeing where it goes.

Positives:
The game has interesting presentation, aside from a sort of view tilt that feels a bit off. Crew members appear to react to the
actions of the player. Ship gameplay is interesting, and the decision-making aspect has promise.

Negatives:
Current variety of events and crew dialogue are limited and repeat fairly frequently, although hopefully that will expand with
updates. The minigame that the player must play for each decision event is repetitive, bland, and seems arbitrary and unrelated
to the higher-level gameplay. This minigame could make sense for sensors or piloting events, but doesn't make sense for
character events, etc.

Overall, the game gets old pretty fast in its current state, but has a lot of potential. It is a good idea, and one that I hope to see
polished in the future. At present, I don't recommend buying the game unless you want to follow along with developer updates.
I look forward to seeing where this goes from here.. Me and my bro had a blast playing through this game. Tons of variety.
Usually it's a twin stick shooter but other times it feels like Warioware or GTA or Metal Gear. Really funny dialogue too, and
the music is great. Gotta say I did feel kinda weird shooting innocent civilians but in a good way. 5\/7 perfect game. I'm sure it's
fun but I can't find any games.
Refunded until there's a bigger player base.
A singleplayer aspect would be nice even if it's just against bots.
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This game generates its levels pretty much randomly,
So while you try to remember the level wich is no use, you would have no time to think about it since its not wise to stop moving
good game!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZZidqeRz9c. Garbage. It feels like a 13 year old's middle school computer project. As
minimalist as it gets.. Funny voice acting and lead in story, but quite old school gameplay so don't expect a Nuclear Throne like
2D shooter.

Linux port seems to run fine, but default keybord settings are really geared towards two player on one keyboard, which makes
them not very nice for singleplayer... but I guess you are best off using a controller anyways.

If you want a funny game to play with some old friends on a couch give it a try I guess.

Have not played much, but seems to be a decent enough game for the price.. Controls are a bit janky, and absolutely no
instructions on how to play the game (keymapping etc), so need to look on their website to find anything (though they are pretty
simple). Supposed to work with controller, but not sure that shooting works correctly while using it (no option to control
elevation, where distance between cursor and player controls it with mouse controls). Lots of jittering, not sure if it's a game or
a server issue (when ping is around 23, and connection at my end working perfectly). I like the idea of the game, and think with
a bit of work it could be fun, but it doesn't quite bring back memories of the enjoyment of Sensible Soccer (the original) or Net
Yaroze - Total Soccer (the two most fun top down 2d football games I've played on console).. Quite a fun little management
game. Though some serious tweaks to UI and Gameplay could be made to increase the fun of this game;

>It is very difficult to know where your little people are, when you highlight them. When you click their portrait in the bottom
left, you only get their stats and not what they are currently doing, at least it is not immediately clear what they are doing. Maybe
a little arrow above that persons head, or a highlight of some sort. Whilst the colours of the shirts are somewhat unique, it gets
pretty difficult when you got 8+ little people who have similar shirts (white with black sleeves, or white with brown sleeves) to
know where they are. Especially since some of the most unique features about them are often blocked by an activity they are
doing (hair covered by VR headsets, or shirts covered by back of chairs when streaming).

>The Mini-Games are extremely easy. However sometimes my clicks don't register properly. Often the cursor changes when
you are highlighting the correct area, yet you still get the "MISS!" message come up after clicking. This is mostly prominant in
the Fighting Mini-Game where you have to hit the head. Whilst the Glove does get a white outline when you're mousing over
the right part, upon click you still get "MISS!". The other Mini-Game I get this issue is the FPS, especially when the target is in
a corner and covered by a blue target. Even still pressing the part of the Red Target you can see with the Green Crosshair cursor
appearing sometimes comes up as a "MISS!".

>The hardest part of this game I found was the grind after the 2nd Championship (If you count the Tutorial one as the first). As
all the areas in Southern Europe and Asia require some pretty high stats. Almost every single one of these required some
grinding, and even then I was only able to complete some of them after beating the championship that they are meant to
represent first. Perhaps the events on the world that get unlocked could be a little more tailored for the skill range you are
currently at, rather than you complete a Championship and then ignore the new place you unlock until you beat that
Championship. Logically it should be that either completing a Championship should unlock the next tier of events for you to
attempt (rather than they being two tiers above you, I found) or you get the next regions Championship, and once you complete
it, that region unlocks. For instance, currently if you complete Africa, you unlock the events in South Europe and the Middle
East along with that Championship. The events in New Delhi etc were pretty difficult to even get the 1 star on with my current
team, and required me to complete the rest of the Africa ones first before even trying to attempt the next tier. And by the time I
was ready to attempt that tier, I could go and complete the championship anyway since I had completed enough events to do it.

>It is not immediately clear you can 'Evict' or 'Fire' your gamers by dropping them in the Trash in the bottom right. If I missed
this in the tutorial, please feel free to ignore this point. I spent a large majority of the game with some sub-standard people who
only did Scrims until I realised I could fire them.

>Scrims appear far too often. It's a constant bombardment of them. It wouldn't be a pain if the latter game didn't require you to
have to grind skills and manage Ego so much, but the consistant messages of "CLAN XYZ WANTS TO SCRIM" and the Fame
penalty of declining or having to find some space in your build (FYI, there is little space towards the end of the game if you fill
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your rooms) and then find some people who you don't know what they are doing (See Point #1) is utterly frustrating. Eventually
I lost 200 fame because I was just trying to raise my gamers points, which would have taken so much longer if I accepted every
single one of these Scrims.

Aside from that, it's actually quite a nice game to just sit back, enjoy the humour, recognise some YouTubers who have been
put in (AntiSepticEye for instance) and listen to an Imperial rendition of "Still Alive" (or at least it sounds like "Still Alive")
from Portal during the Championships. I bought for \u00a36.49 or so, and it probably will last me another hour or two before I
complete it. I don't feel there is going to be much replayability unless there is a New Game+ mode added or something similar.
The jokes don't really change much per tournament, so the humour is a one-time only affair. Maybe a little variety on the
humour would make people enjoy coming back to tournaments.. This is not like DigDug, or any retro games I can recall. The
developers did a solid job with Pac-Man 256, making an endless runner engaging with a fair progression system. Digby is
unpolished and quickly ported to PC. Right from the start, the game asks "Press any button to start" but mouse buttons and
Enter do not work. Yet, trying to apply cards in the menu can only be done with the mouse. All of the menu navigation is a
mess, jumping between mouse-only and keyboard-supported navigation, none of it feels good or consistent.

The core game is an endless runner, with a lot of flaws. The character has no abilities by default, with incredibly slow digging
speed and no attack options. All of the abilites are locked behind cards, which are time-limited buffs. Some buffs can backfire
or counter each other out. The ability to drill through enemies is very literal, you MUST be moving into the enemy to kill them,
except some enemies are immune and will just kill you. Yes, Microtransactions were removed, but the weird gems\/coins
currency exchange remains, and the base character is pitiful without card buffs.

Digby is just not a good game. It's boring and repetitive, with little reason to play besides progression. I've almost completed
everything in a few hours, and I never really enjoyed it. Digby is not something I'd come back to play, but PacMan 256 was.
Some reviews mention co-op being better, and I didn't have any interest to try it out. I'm sure there are much better co-op games
out there. Don't bother here.. I would definitely recommend this game. It's just amazing: cute art, realistic story, a cup with a cat
and one of the sexiest protagonists I've ever seen.

Thanks you, devs). great game for a cheap price, after dying a few times you will know how to survive the night :#. 10\/10
would watch again

New, improved stats:
Thanks to feedback from our customers, Choice of Games author Kyle Marquis (Silverworld, Tower Behind the Moon) has
recently updated Empyrean to include a streamlined, more comprehensive stats system—players can now specialize in skills that
were previously opposed, bringing new dimensions to the game and the Actorius universe.
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